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Abstract — Cloud computing is becoming a key factor in computer science and an important technology for many organizations to deliver different types of services. The companies which provide services to customers are called as cloud service providers. The cloud users (CUs) increase and require secure, reliable and trustworthy cloud service providers (CSPs) from the market. So, it’s a challenge for a new customer to choose the highly secure provider. This paper presents a cloud service brokering system in order to analyze and rank the secured cloud service provider among the available providers list. This model uses an autonomous and flexible agent in multi-agent system (MAS) that have an intelligent behavior and suitable tools for helping the brokering system to assess the security risks for the group of cloud providers which make decision of the more secured provider and justify the business needs of users in terms of security and reliability.


I. Introduction

Cloud computing [1] is a new paradigm of utility computing and enormously growing phenomenon in the present IT industry hype. Many companies, enterprises and organizations outsource some of their information systems to benefit from the cloud services which are Platform as a Service (PaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). The main interesting features of a cloud are the cost decrease and a faster time to market. Based on sharing resources, the cloud computing changes the user concerns from managing an infrastructure to only focusing on their core business. Currently there are many numbers of providers, but finding the best cloud service provider is difficult. Thus, it is a challenge for the users to choose the more secured cloud provider for fulfilling their requirements.

Nowadays, a few efforts have been devoted to building tools and frameworks that can permit customers to evaluate cloud offerings and rank them based on their ability to meet the user’s quality of service (QoS) and security requirements. This is a major problem for every user, especially those who are more concerned about data security and privacy from CSP. For this purpose, cloud brokers [2] have emerged; they can help cloud consumers to select adequate solutions by comparing existing offers, essentially against their prices.

A secure computer system provides guarantees regarding the confidentiality, integrity, availability, non-repudiation and authenticity of its objects (such as data, processes or services). Security is related to vulnerabilities in software, and these are hard to foresee or detect before an actual attack; security involves personal aspects (e.g., user or operator issues) and aspects of the operational environment that are often beyond the control of the development teams. As cloud computing presents new kinds of security risks [3], [4], they need to be treated before wider adoption. Accordingly, we have to dispose a system that measure and rank the secured cloud service providers and then, the cloud services can make a major impact and will craft a healthy competition among cloud providers to satisfy their service level agreement (SLA) and improve their QoS and trustworthiness.

In this paper, our aim is to help a new customer to find the most reliable and secured CP in terms of security and trust through a brokering system integrating multi-agent systems that consists of user agents, providers agents, and broker agents, based on the principle that agent flexibility, intelligence, pro-activity, and autonomy can help cloud computing platforms offer solutions, functionalities, and intelligent services that can define, analyze, measure and rank the cloud service providers using a security risk analysis. Thus, the obtained results make decision of the best option of CP and justify the business needs in terms of security and reliability.

Multi-agent systems [5] represent a distributed computing paradigm based on multiple interacting agents that are capable of intelligent behavior. MASs can often solve problems using a decentralized approach in which several agents cooperate to generate efficient solutions. On the basis of collective AI approaches, developers can embed intelligence within software agents and deploy them on parallel or distributed computers to achieve the high performance required for solving large complex problems while keeping execution time low.

In this context, MASs should include self-detection of failures and self-monitoring of cloud operations and services, QoS security negotiation and SLA management, service-level agreement negotiation [6] [7], cloud interoperability, cloud resource brokering, virtual machines and service migration policies, dynamic scheduling. They’re designed to operate in a dynamically changing environment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses related work. Section 3 describes the cloud service brokering system. The connection procedure of user and provider agents is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, an implementation and the experiment results in a case study are presented. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

II. Related work

Security metrics are one of criteria that play a major role in ranking service providers. A cloud user may require an efficient, cost effective and basically more secured provider for his application. Since there are many providers who will provide same type of services with different level of security, so it will be a challenge for the user to select. Our motivation in this paper is to promote a novel approach for selecting the secured providers based on measuring security risks of cloud services.

In the same context, many researchers have proposed different approaches to help customer in this mission to select the appropriate cloud service. A collaborative filtering approach [8] rank the items based on similar user’s preferences. This algorithm aggregates all the
items purchased by the users and eliminate those items and ask users to rate the remaining services. In [9], cloud rank approach proposed greedy algorithm. It gives a method to rank cloud providers based on existing customer’s feedback. It ranks component rather than service of providers. But there is no guarantee that all explicitly rated items by customers are ranked properly. But similar users will experience the same with same cloud providers so for them this approach will be helpful.

QoS-aware web by collaborative filtering [10] proposed a collaborative approach to rank providers on the basis of its web services. This method is useful for the customers who want to get an appropriate cloud provider which provides suitable web services. Thus, this method includes experience of users who used the services already and a hybrid collaborative filtering approach for evaluating web service QoS parameters.

Parveen Dhillon [11] proposed an effective and efficient method to select best cloud service. In order to select the best provider, three parameters are considered. Instead of taking all three parameters together applied. They made a ranking in where the best provider obtained is selected.

Zibin Zheng [12] proposed an approach for ranking equivalent cloud service providers by providing the similar kind of services which will help users to select suitable providers without spending much time for it. This method uses some QoS parameters for predicting best provider.

Deepak Kapegate [13] proposed a predictive broker algorithm based on Weighted Moving Average Forecasting Model (WMAMF). It proposes a new method to balance load on data centers and also minimizes response time. So for end users, they can get their requested service within few seconds.

Subha [14] had done a survey on quality of service ranking cloud computing. Here the author considered few qualities of service parameters and ranked providers based on that.

Cloud Rank [15] approach measures and ranks cloud services for the users. It takes the feedback or rating of users who had used the services already.

An efficient approach [16] find the best cloud provider by using a system for ranking cloud services based on QoS parameters such as service response time, cost, interoperability and suitability. It uses a broker algorithm that classify the existing providers and find out the more effective and efficient provider.

A sophisticated study [17] proposed ranking frameworks in cloud computing based on QoS parameters to select the best possible service provider.

Gani [1] proposed a conceptual model of federated third party cloud ranking and monitoring system (CMFCSPRS) that assures and boosts up the confidence to make a feasible secure and trustworthy market of CSPs.

However, few ranked systems are available in service provisioning or performance issues but not adequate cloud service provider security ranking system is currently available.

In front of the several security issues [20] [21], we need to have some sort of monitoring, assurance and trust which not only come from the cloud service provider but also from a trusted cloud brokering system as shown in Fig. 1.

Our cloud service brokering system [22] consists of multiple broker agents, user agents, provider agents, applications and resources. Thus, the proposed model can be described into four-stage in terms of its architecture. First, the user agents send the requests to a broker agent. Second, the broker agent checks whether advertisement and request queues are empty. In case these queues are not empty, the broker agent carries out connection procedures (security needs, risk evaluation and recommendation). In case these queues are overloaded, the broker agent sends those requests (respectively, the advertisements) to other broker agents for balancing the workloads. Third, after executing the connection procedure, the broker agent sends the result to both user and provider agents. Fourth, if a user agent fail to connect to a broker agent, the broker agent recommends another broker agent that has the most potential in the brokering system via the database so that the user agent can send a request to another broker agent. Thereby, the three kinds of agents can be described based on their functionalities as follows.

A. User Agent

User agents provide user interface to the users of the system. They post requests to broker agents using message passing. If the connection procedure is completed, they show the results to user through a user interface.

B. Provider Agent

Provider agents have similar functionalities as user agents but act on behalf of human providers.

C. Broker Agent

The broker agent connects user and provider agents together using the connection algorithm. The broker agent can send a recommendation message based on the historical data of other broker agents in database, so that the broker agent can recommend other broker agents to the user agents which failed to connect to provider agents.
In the summary, the proposed system can act as a middleware between customer and cloud service provider and develops a model to find out the secured cloud service providers based on a connection procedure between the user and provider that will be presented in the next section.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE CONNECTION PROCEDURE OF THE CSBS

Probably all cloud service providers have a Service Level Agreements (SLA), but most of these SLAs were written to protect the vendors as opposed to being customer-centric. That has to change, and customers have to demand more with regard to service and the assurance of it. In the same time, cloud providers should protect their data or services from risk and harm. For this aim, the CSBS will conduct vulnerability and threat scans of components and services of the existing providers. The obtained results were fed into the risk evaluation that offer a list ranked of the secured providers.

The connection procedure (security needs, risk evaluation, and recommendation) between users and providers for selecting secured CSPs is presented as shown in Fig. 2. In this context, some assumptions and conditions should be considered as follows [1]:

- The CSBS must maintain the trust and reliability.
- The CSBS has enough resources to provide for processing and executing their own work.
- The system must be maintained and regulated by strict laws and transparent policies.
- Both the CSBS and CSPs mutually agree before executing the software penetration test.
- We consider that a CSP provide IaaS, PaaS and SaaS of its own.
- The CSBS is only the responsible of computing security metrics from sources and processes these measures for ranking results.
- A new cloud user looking for security and reliability should pay to the CSBS to see the ranked results.

A. Security Needs Stage

The broker collects security requirements from user. It may be infrastructure requirements, platform requirements or software requirements. It uses the five CIANA objectives (Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability, Non-Repudiation, and Authenticity) to define the security need of each cloud user. If the customer needs the objective, the value is equal to 1, otherwise to 0.

B. Risk Evaluation Stage

All the registered cloud service providers give all the services which they are providing. Cloud broker contains the level of security of cloud providers. So the client gives requirements to broker, it checks the provider’s performance based on criteria that are risks computed.

1) Threat and Vulnerability Analysis:

A vulnerability is a software defect or weakness in the security system which might be exploited by a malicious user causing loss or harm [23]. The identification of these vulnerabilities has been used by several approaches and researchers to estimate risks of the systems. In our case, we take into account five cloud security threats given by the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) [24] to evaluate the risks. These threats are each related to the 5 CIANA objectives:

- Data Breaches = {Confidentiality}
- Data Loss = {Availability, Non-Repudiation}
- Account Hijacking = {Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability, Non-Repudiation, Authenticity}
- Insecure Interfaces = {Confidentiality, Integrity, Authenticity}
- Denial of Service = {Availability}

We combine these relations with the security needs of each cloud user to obtain a function called harm. This later is defined on each customer, for each threat through the sum of the affected security needs. For example, the Insecure Interfaces threat (t) has the following harm on the cloud user (k) with the security needs (Confidentiality, Integrity, Non-Repudiation):

\[ \text{Harm} (t, k) = (1 \times 1) + (1 \times 1) + (0 \times 0) + (0 \times 1) + (1 \times 0) = 2 \] (1)

where the first value of each bracket is equal to 1 if the threat corresponds to the objective, 0 otherwise, and the second value is related to the security need.

2) Measuring Security Risk Assessment:

Once we calculate the harm of the threats on each cloud user, we have to determine the response to these threats for each cloud provider. For this aim, we use the STAR Registry and the matrix defined by the CSA [24].

The CSA matrix defines a list of security controls that a cloud provider should implement to reduce security risks. Each of these controls can be related to one or multiple threats. In addition, the STAR Registry publishes the list of implemented controls for providers willing to follow these recommendations.

In our case, we use these two information as binary values (a control mitigates a threat or not / a control is implemented by a provider or not) to calculate the coverage score, which indicates the response of a provider to a given threat. This value is a percentage, if the provider implements all controls mitigating a threat, it gets a coverage for this threat of 100%. In our case, this percentage is brought to a score on a scale of 0 to 5 (with 5 equivalent to 100%).

Usually, the vulnerability is assessed and used to calculate a risk value of an information system [2]. But in a cloud context, providers may be tempted to conceal their vulnerabilities for security reasons. This is why we use the coverage based on the security controls. By
using the maximum possible coverage value Covg_{max} (in our case 5), it is possible to get an equivalent to the vulnerabilities. Therefore, by combining this value with the harm we can define the following risk formula for a threat \( t \), a cloud user \( k \) and a provider CSP \( p \):

\[
\text{Risk}(t, k, p) = \text{Harm}(t, k) + (\text{Covg}_{max} - \text{Covg}(p, t))
\]

(2)

3) List Ranked of the Secured CSPs:

The CSBS model provides optimal secure cloud service provider selection from the more numbers of CSPs based on security risk values estimated in the last step which provides a list ranked of the more secured CSPs for each customer want to see the ranked results.

C. Recommendation Stage

After the risk evaluation stage, some of the user requests may fail to be matched to the appropriate provider. This failure likely originated in the fact that the users’ requests and their matching providers are processed by different broker agents. In this case, a heuristic strategy is applied to seek another broker agent that has the most potential in brokering. The user agent will connect with this broker and start a new cycle.

A database is designed to handle the recommendation requests from broker agents. The broker agent attempts to make a suggestion by predicting the current advertised information of the provider agents based on their historical data in database. To implement this strategy, the broker agents periodically update the information about all of the provider agents connecting to it. The historical data represents the statistical pattern and provides the predictive information to the broker agent. The steps of recommendation are described as follows:

- After risk evaluation stage, broker agent 1 makes a list of requests of user agents connecting to it that failed to be matched.
- Broker agent 1 accesses the database to obtain a suggestion for the potential broker agent for each request.
- With each request, the broker agent looks into the risk value of providers to recommend another broker agent 2 that has the lowest risk value. The information about broker agent 2 will be sent back to the user agent by broker agent 1.
- The user agent will connect to broker 2 and starts a new cycle.

V. Implementation and Experiments Results

To demonstrate the feasibility and the efficiency of our approach, we illustrate a series of simulations using the architecture of the CSBS described in Section IV in case study with four cloud users CU 1, CU 2, CU 3 and CU 4 under some threats related to the CIANA objectives requesting services from five cloud providers X, Y, Z, T and W.

The security requirements step provides the needs of our customers using the user agents in terms of CIANA objectives (see Table 1). Then, the harm function on each cloud customer will be computed (see Table 2) and added to the coverage of the cloud providers for the 5 cloud threats (see Table 3) to obtain the maximum risk values corresponding to our cloud users for each provider by exploiting our CSBS functionalities in this case study.

![Comparison of risks in cloud users for the five cloud providers](image)

Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the risks in cloud customers for the five cloud providers by using the broker agents presenting in our CSBS. Thus, the user can request services by starting with the providers having the minimum security risks [16].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Security Needs of the Four Cloud Users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Calculation of the Harm Values on Each Cloud User</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CU 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Breaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account Hijacking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insecure Interfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denial of Service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Coverage of the Cloud Providers for the 5 Cloud Threats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSP X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Breaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account Hijacking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insecure Interfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denial of Service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4: Maximum Risk Values of the CUS for Each Provider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSP X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the risks in cloud customers for the five cloud providers by using the broker agents presenting in our CSBS. Thus, the user can request services by starting with the providers having the minimum security risks [16].
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented a MAS-based cloud service brokering system to respond the security needs of the cloud customers in the aim to deliver different types of services. So, the multiple cloud service providers make a dilemma for a cloud user to choose each provider is more secured and has the minimum security risk. Hence, we propose a cybersecurity model based on three stages used in the connection procedure of the cloud service brokering system. In this work, broker agents are introduced to make our approach more flexible and efficient which can handle a huge amount of user requests by implementing this system in a case study and comparing the empirical results. In the future, we plan to continue the current research work to allow CSBS to be extended in a real use cases, then combining the risk values with costs to make decisions for the cloud provider selection.
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